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Neural correlates of responses to emotionally valenced olfactory,
visual, and auditory stimuli were examined using positron emission tomography. Twelve volunteers were scanned using the
water bolus method. For each sensory modality, regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) during presentation of both pleasant and
unpleasant stimuli was compared with that measured during
presentation of neutral stimuli. During the emotionally valenced
conditions, subjects performed forced-choice pleasant and unpleasant judgments. During the neutral conditions, subjects were
asked to select at random one of a two key-press buttons. All
stimulations were synchronized with inspiration, using an airflow
olfactometer, to present the same number of stimuli for each
sensory modality. A no-stimulation control condition was also
performed in which no stimulus was presented. For all three
sensory modalities, emotionally valenced stimuli led to increased

rCBF in the orbitofrontal cortex, the temporal pole, and the
superior frontal gyrus, in the left hemisphere. Emotionally valenced olfactory and visual but not auditory stimuli produced
additional rCBF increases in the hypothalamus and the subcallosal gyrus. Only emotionally valenced olfactory stimuli induced
bilateral rCBF increases in the amygdala. These findings suggest
that pleasant and unpleasant emotional judgments recruit the
same core network in the left hemisphere, regardless of the
sensory modality. This core network is activated in addition to a
number of circuits that are specific to individual sensory modalities. Finally, the data suggest a superior potency of emotionally
valenced olfactory over visual and auditory stimuli in activating
the amygdala.
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Everyday, we make numerous judgments about the pleasantness or
unpleasantness of external sensory stimuli. Exposure to such stimuli can induce subjective emotional experiences such as pleasure or
fear and behavioral responses aimed at engaging or avoiding continued exposure. Neurobehavioral studies in animals have historically implicated structures related to the limbic system in these
emotional processes, with a particular emphasis on the amygdala
and hypothalamus (LeDoux, 1987, 1995; Davis, 1992; Rolls, 1999).
Electrophysiological and lesion studies also indicate that the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) makes a significant contribution to these
processes in animals (Zald and Kim, 1996b; Rolls, 1999).
Several recent neuroimaging studies have attempted to delineate
the cortical and subcortical regions involved in processing emotionally valenced stimuli in humans. Such studies have examined responses to pleasant and/or unpleasant visual (Cahill et al., 1996;
Irwin et al., 1996; Morris et al., 1996; Lane et al., 1997a,b; Taylor

et al., 1998; Whalen et al., 1998) auditory (Blood et al., 1999),
olfactory (Zald and Pardo, 1997; Fulbright et al., 1998; Zald et al.,
1998a; Royet et al., 2000), gustatory (Zald et al., 1998b), and
somatosensory (Francis et al., 1999) stimuli. Consistent with the
animal literature, the amygdala has been observed to activate
during exposure to emotionally valenced stimuli in multiple sensory modalities, particularly during exposure to aversive stimuli.
OFC activations have emerged during exposure to pleasant and
unpleasant stimuli in multiple sensory modalities. Although, not
quite as frequent, activations have also localized to the hippocampal or parahippocampal region in several sensory modalities (Lane
et al., 1997a; Zald et al., 1998b; Blood et al., 1999). Several
additional brain regions have been observed to activate in these
studies, although their consistency across studies or across modalities remains unclear. For instance, Lane et al. (1997b) reported
hypothalamic activation during exposure to both pleasant and
unpleasant visual stimuli, but similar activations have yet to be
confirmed in other studies.
A major difficulty in interpreting the above neuroimaging literature arises because of the variable methods used across studies.
The studies differ in the emotional intensity and number of stimuli
presented, the tasks performed by the subjects, the subject population, and imaging methods. It thus remains unclear to what extent
variable results reflect sensory-specific engagement of different
brain regions or methodological discrepancies. Even within areas
that have emerged across studies using different sensory modalities,
it is not known to what extent variability in the magnitude, laterality, or specific location of responses, reflect sensory specific or
methodological factors. For instance, it remains unclear whether
stimuli across different sensory modalities engage a common orbitofrontal region or different discrete sensory-specific subregions.
To allow straightforward comparison of structures activated by
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emotionally valenced stimuli in different sensory modalities, we
measured the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) changes induced
by visual, auditory, and olfactory emotional stimuli in the same
subjects. Subjects performed the same task of hedonic judgment
across sensory modalities, and the methods of stimulus presentation were kept as similar as possible. The study thus provides the
first direct comparison of emotional processing in different sensory
modalities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. T welve right-handed male subjects (20 –30 years of age) participated in this study. They were selected after a screening of their olfactory
detection ability and mean duration of their breath cycle. These subjects
achieved at least 80% of correct responses and had a mean duration of
breath cycle ranging from 3 to 6 sec. Subjects with asthma or a pronounced
tendency for allergies were excluded. In addition, the subject’s level of
anhedonia, that is, the loss of ability to experience pleasure, was rated with
the Physical Anhedonia Scale (Chapman et al., 1976). Only subjects
receiving a score ⬍29 were included. Finally, the inclusion of subjects
required a medical visit to rule out hereditary genetic diseases or other
factors that might increase the risk of radiation exposure. The subjects
participating in the study provided informed written consent, and the
experiment was approved by the local ethic committee and conducted
according to French regulations on biomedical experiments on healthy
volunteers.
T wenty-four subjects (12 male and 12 female students) were used in a
pilot study to rate the hedonic value of visual and auditory stimuli with a
rating scale ranging from 1 (maximum unpleasant) to 10 (maximum
pleasantness). For olfactory stimuli, the hedonic value (also rated from 0 to
10) had been determined in a previous study of 71 subjects (Royet et al.,
1999).
Odorous stimuli. One hundred twenty stimuli were used. They were
distributed into four sets of 24 odorants as a f unction of hedonicity rating.
For emotional scans, each set contained 12 pleasant odorants selected so as
to provide the highest scores (mean score of 6.37, range of 5.63–7.24) and
12 unpleasant odorants selected as presenting the lowest scores (mean
score of 1.48, range of 0.45–2.42). In each set, the order of presentation of
pleasant and unpleasant odors was pseudorandomized. For neutral scans,
24 odors were selected so as to provide mean scores (mean score of 3.97,
range of 3.21– 4.69). Pleasant odorants included chewing-gum, mint, rose,
lilac, lemon, lavender, raspberry, and caramel. Unpleasant odorants included tetrahydrothiophene, butyl sulfide, butyric acid, onion, ethylmercaptan, pentanoic acid, and isovaleric acid. Neutral stimuli included sandalwood, incense, gingerbread, pepper, chamomile, tobacco, cinnamon,
and pine.
Odorants were presented in white polyethylene squeeze bottles (100 ml)
provided with a dropper (Osi, Elancourt, France). Odorants were diluted
in mineral oil so that 5 ml of odorous solution (10%) were prepared and
adsorbed by compressed filaments of polypropylene. The concentration of
the products with very high potency was limited to 1%.
Auditor y stimuli. Ninety-six auditory stimuli were selected based on the
pilot study. They consisted of environmental sounds and vocalizations
from animals and people. For both emotional scans, 24 pleasant (mean
score of 7.65, range of 6.75– 8.40) and 24 unpleasant stimuli (mean score of
1.94, range of 0.83–2.62) were selected. For both neutral scans, 24 stimuli
rated as neutral (mean score of 4.77, range of 3.10 – 6.70) by the reference
group were chosen. E xamples of pleasant stimuli include a baby’s laugh, a
flowing river, a bird song, a cicada, a tree frog, and a melody. E xamples of
unpleasant stimuli include an alarm clock, a woman crying, an explosion,
a snoring sound, a sawmill, and a breaking of glass. E xamples of neutral
stimuli include the noise of a train, wind, a plane, and drumming. The
volume of stimuli was controlled to avoid presenting stimuli at too high of
an intensity.
V isual stimuli. Ninety-six visual stimuli were selected based on the pilot
study. They represented complex scenes of landscape, animals, and people.
Half of these stimuli were rated as pleasant (mean score of 8.53, range of
8.01–9.12) or unpleasant (mean score of 1.87, range of 0.63–2.56), and the
other half were rated as neutral (mean score of 5.15, range of 3.08 –7.58).
E xamples of pleasant stimuli include pictures of a skier, a lake, a picnic, a
beach, flowers, and a field of wheat. Unpleasant pictures showed items such
as a face with abscesses, a polluted river, a surgical operation, road
accident victims, a trapdoor spider, and a butchered woman. Neutral
stimuli included images of a bird, a squirrel, a forest, a clown fish, a
fire-balloon, and a dancer. Images were presented in a landscape format
with a spatial resolution of at least 75 pixels/inch. They were projected on
to a screen, producing an image with dimensions of 34 ⫻ 26 cm.
Stimulating material. Odors were presented with an airflow olfactometer,
which allowed synchronization of stimulation with breathing. The stimulating material was described previously (Royet et al., 1999). Briefly, vector
air was pumped with a compressor, treated with a charcoal filter, and then
pumped into an air-dilution olfactometer. At the beginning of each inspiration, odor was injected into the olfactometer and was delivered into an
anesthesia mask. Breathing was recorded with the aid of a thermic probe
located near the right nostril.
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Auditory stimuli were presented with high-quality stereo headphones.
Visual stimuli were presented on a translucent pearl gray screen (80 ⫻ 72
cm; Juillet AudioVisuel, Lyon, France) from a video-projector (Sony,
Paris, France). The screen was placed over a polystyrene black support
that was fitted into the posterior part of the camera tunnel. Images were
reflected on a two-way mirror (15 ⫻ 10 cm) positioned in front of the
camera above the subject’s head.
E xperimental procedure. The day before scanning, subjects were trained
to breathe regularly without sniffing to detect (odor vs no odor) stimulations during inspiration and to give a manual response with two key-press
buttons before the next breathing cycle. On the scanning day, each subject
was given a total of 12 positron emission tomography (PET) scans: four
scans for each of the three modalities, including two neutral and two
emotional scans. The order of presentation of the three sensory modalities
differed among subjects to obtain a balanced experimental design (Latin
square). Thus, there were six different orders of scans, with each order
being administered to two subjects. Eight of 12 subjects were also given at
the end of the experiment two control scans during which no stimulus was
presented (no-stimulation control task). The scans were performed every
9 –10 min.
Visual and auditory stimulations were, like olfactory stimulations, synchronized with the respiratory cycle to obtain the same number of presentations for each sensory modality. For a mean respiratory cycle of ⬃4 –5
sec, ⬃12–16 stimulations were performed during each scan. Auditory and
visual stimuli were delivered when pure air was injected with an empty
bottle in the airflow olfactometer. Auditory stimuli were presented from 1
to 3 sec, with an average duration of 2.5 sec, so that each stimulus could be
identified by subjects. Visual stimuli were presented for 2.5 sec. For
no-stimulation control scans, only pure air was delivered in the mask for
each breath cycle.
Instructions were provided to the subjects before each scan. For each
stimulus (image, sound, or odor) in the neutral condition and for each
inspiration (pure air used as stimulus) in the no-stimulation control condition, subjects were asked to select, at random, one of the two key-press
buttons (the right button with the middle finger, and the left button with
the index finger of the right hand). During each emotional scan, they were
asked to select one of the two key-press buttons according to whether the
response was “the stimulus is pleasant” or “the stimulus is unpleasant.”
Half of the subjects used the index finger for the “pleasant responses” and
the middle finger for the “unpleasant responses.” For the other half of the
subjects, the meaning of the two key-press buttons was reversed. The
pleasant–unpleasant judgments and reaction times were recorded with a
Macintosh PowerBook G3 computer (Apple Computers, Cupertino, CA).
The experimental design was programmed using PsyScope software (Cohen et al., 1993). E xcept in the visual conditions, scans were performed
while subjects wore a blindfold over their eyes, and room illumination was
dimmed.
PET and magnetic resonance imag ing scanning. The PET camera was a
whole-body tomograph (Siemens EX AC T HR⫹) with 32 contiguous rings
of 376 detectors and a transaxial resolution of 4.5 mm [f ull-width halfmaximal (F W HM)]. It provided 63 plans of 2.43 mm, providing a field of
axial view of 15.2 mm. The subject’s head was immobilized with a thermoplastic facemask (Tru-Scan Imaging Inc., Annapolis, MD) allowing
control of patient movement and reproducible positioning. The effects of
radiation self-attenuation were corrected by an initial transmission scan of
each subject using an external positron-emitting isotope ( 68Ge). An intravenous bolus injection of 333 MBq H2 15O was given for each run in the left
forearm brachial vein through an indwelling catheter. Scan to record brain
activity began when radioactive counts exceeded the background activity
by 200% and lasted for 60 sec. The images were attenuation-corrected and
reconstructed with filtered back projection using a Hamming filter. PET
scans were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM96; MRC
C yclotron Unit, L ondon, UK) (Friston et al., 1995a,b). Image processing
included interscan realignment, spatial normalization to stereotactic space
as defined by the ICBM template provided by the Montreal National
Institute, and smoothing of the images using a three-dimensional gaussian
filter (F W HM, 20 mm) to overcome residual anatomical variability. The
localization of activated areas was also examined by reference to a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) template. Cortical regions are presented
using the nomenclature of Duvernoy (1991). Global differences in CBF
were covaried out for all voxels, and comparisons across conditions were
made using t tests. The significance of rCBF differences was assessed
through z-scores in an omnibus sense (Friston et al., 1995b). Threshold for
significance was set at p ⬍ 0.05 and p ⬍ 0.01 (corrected).
Principal component anal ysis. To assess f unctional connectivity between
the different brain regions, we submitted data related to the three modalities to a principal component analysis (PCA). A singular value decomposition was used to divide the original data set into a series of independent
components with decreasing contributions to the variance in the voxel
values. For each component, the singular value decomposition provides
three parameters: (1) an eigenimage, i.e., a pattern of covariation structures that can be displayed as a brain image; (2) an eigenvalue, which
indicates the proportional contribution of that component to the global
variance; and (3) a condition-dependent profile, called an eigenvector,
which represents its influence on the different conditions of activation
(Friston et al., 1993).
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7.76, p ⬍ 0.01). They also demonstrated that subjects took more
time to perform the emotional olfactory task than the neutral
olfactory task (F(1,33) ⫽ 15.04, p ⬍ 0.0005).

PET data
The origin of the variance in the different
experimental conditions

Figure 1. Left, Accuracy (%) of behavioral responses as a function of the
three modalities and repetition (sequences 1 and 2). Right, Mean reaction
times (in milliseconds) of subjects as a function of modality and emotional
and neutral conditions.
Main and simple effects. Simple effects were deduced from comparisons
between emotional (E) and neutral (N) conditions (E ⫺ N and N ⫺ E) in
each of the three modalities: auditory (A), olfactory (O), and visual (V).
Main effects were determined to evidence brain areas significantly activated in the three modalities by performing an analysis of conjunction
according to the formulas [(AE ⫺ AN) and (OE ⫺ ON) and (V E ⫺ V N)].
Reg ions of interest. The exploratory statistical parametric mapping analyses failed to consistently demonstrate activations in several regions of
interest (ROIs) pertaining to the limbic system. Using a priori hypotheses,
we performed complementary analyses by restricting the search to four
anatomical ROIs (the amygdala, the hypothalamus, and the hippocampus).
Right and left ROIs were delineated from the IRM template and the
Duvernoy Atlas with the aid of the Analyze software (Mayo Foundation).
After outlining of the ROIs, anatomical masks of these regions were
computed. Image smoothing was performed with a three-dimensional
gaussian filter (F W HM) of 16 mm. A new statistical analysis was performed on the same set of data, masked with the anatomical mask. The
magnitude of the rCBF changes were the same as in the exploratory
analysis, but the level of uncorrected statistical significance was reduced
because of the considerable decrease in the search space. The geometrical
characteristics of the search space were computed to determine the probability of exceeding the statistical threshold within a limited gaussian field
(Worsley et al., 1996).

RESULTS
Behavioral data
Response accuracy and reaction times are shown in Figure 1. For
odors, response accuracy was determined as a function of results
obtained in our previous study (Royet et al., 1999). For visual and
auditory stimuli, accuracy was determined as a function of results
obtained in the pilot study. Thus, a binary response (pleasant vs
unpleasant) was considered as correct when it was congruent with
mean scores found in these earlier studies. A one-way ANOVA
with repeated measures (Winer, 1962) on the response accuracy
(Fig. 1, left) showed a significant effect of the sensory modality
(F(2,22) ⫽ 49.03, p ⬍ 0.0005). Multiple orthogonal comparisons
revealed that response accuracy was significantly higher for visual
(96.3%) and auditory (91.5%) stimuli than for olfactory stimuli
(71.7%) (F(1,33) ⫽ 73.98, p ⬍ 0.0005; and F(1,33) ⫽ 48.17, p ⬍
0.0005, respectively). We also determined the number of times for
which subjects selected the index finger or the middle finger during
the neutral scans. The results indicated that they selected one or
the other of these fingers at random in the three neutral sensory
conditions (i.e., ⬃50% of the time).
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the
reaction times (Fig. 1, right), taking into account the sensory
modality (first factor) and the neutral versus emotional condition
(second factor). The ANOVA demonstrated a significant effect of
the sensory modality (F(2,33) ⫽ 3.89, p ⬍ 0.05), no significant effect
of the second factor (F(1,33) ⫽ 1.59, p ⫽ NS), and a significant
interaction between both factors (F(2,33) ⫽ 8.04, p ⬍ 0.005). Multiple orthogonal comparisons showed that subjects required more
time to perform the olfactory tasks than the visual tasks (F(1,33) ⫽

The PCA showed that 95.9% of the variance were represented by
the first four components of the analysis (Fig. 2). The first component (86.5% of the variance) was characterized by the neural
structures involved in all three sensory modalities. The positive
eigenimage (auditory and olfactory conditions) bilaterally engaged
the temporal and orbitofrontal lobes, whereas the negative eigenimage (visual conditions) engaged the occipital region. The second
component (4.8% of the variance) mainly discriminated activation
patterns related to the auditory (temporal lobes depicted in the
negative eigenimage) and olfactory (orbitofrontal lobes shown in
the positive eigenimage) conditions. The third component (3.2% of
the variance) systematically contrasted the emotional and neutral
conditions. The positive eigenimage (neutral condition) mainly
engaged the bilateral inferior parietal lobule [Brodmann’s area
(BA) 40], the middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), and the precuneus (BA
7), whereas the negative eigenimage (emotional condition) mainly
engaged the left temporal pole (BA 38), the left orbitofrontal gyrus
(BA 11/47), and the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 9). Finally, the
fourth component (1.4% of the variance) opposed both repetitions
in each condition. The positive eigenimage (first scan) engaged the
right precentral gyrus, whereas the negative eigenimage (second
scan) engaged the right cerebellum.

Areas activated in the emotional condition for the three
sensory modalities
When the rCBF images in the neutral tasks were subtracted from
the rCBF images obtained in the emotional tasks, significant rCBF
increases were found in the frontal and temporal lobes (Table 1,
Fig. 3). For the auditory modality, significant rCBF increases were
observed in the superior frontal gyrus (BA 8) and the temporal
pole (anterior part of the superior temporal gyrus, BA 38). For the
olfactory modality, significant rCBF increases were obtained in the
left OFC (BA 11/47) and the right superior frontal gyrus (BA 9). A
weaker rCBF increase was observed in the right OFC (BA 11/47)
and the hypothalamus. A higher resolution analysis (10 mm
FWHM) confirmed that the maxima of the hypothalamic focus fell
well within the boundaries of the hypothalamus and could not be
attributed to movement-related edge artifacts. For the visual modality, rCBF increases were found in the subcallosal gyrus (BA 25),
the superior frontal gyrus (BA 9), and the temporal pole (BA 38).
An analysis of conjunction performed between these different
contrasts revealed significant rCBF increases in the right OFC (BA
11/47) and in three areas in the left hemisphere: an area circumscribed by the border of the OFC (BA 11/47) and anterior agranular insula and extending in to the subcallosal region, the superior
frontal gyrus (BA 9), and the temporal pole (BA 38). Thus, although activation in the OFC did not reach statistical significance
in the auditory and visual conditions in the exploratory analyses, a
significant OFC activation emerged in the three sensory conditions
in the conjunction analysis.
When the rCBF images in the no-stimulation control task were
subtracted from those observed in the emotional olfactory task,
significant rCBF increases were found in the amygdala bilaterally
and in the cerebellum (Table 1). ROI analysis corroborated these
findings for the amygdala. However, because in the exploratory
analysis the activated area appeared to extend beyond the boundaries of the amygdala, we additionally reanalyzed the data using
images with less blurring (FWHM of 10 mm). At this higher
resolution, an rCBF increase emerged in the amygdala and the
piriform cortex in the left hemisphere and in an area bordering the
superior temporal gyrus and the claustrum in the right hemisphere.
Contrasts between emotional auditory and visual stimuli with the
no-stimulation control condition did not reveal any additional ac-
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Figure 2. The first four components of the PCA performed on the three activation conditions (modality, emotional, and repetition). Patterns of positive
and negative covariance (eigenimages) of the four components that account for 86.5, 4.8, 3.2, and 1.4% of the variance, respectively. Bottom,
Condition-dependent profiles (eigenvector) corresponding to positive and negative eigenimages of the first ( A), second ( B), third ( C), and fourth ( D)
components. The first component discriminated activation patterns related to the auditory and olfactory conditions (positive eigenimage) and to the visual
condition (negative eigenimage). The second component discriminated activation patterns related to the auditory (negative eigenimage) and olfactory
(positive eigenimage) conditions. The third component discriminated activation patterns related to emotional (negative eigenimage) and neutral (positive
eigenimage) conditions. The fourth component discriminated activation patterns related to the first (negative eigenimage) and the second (positive
eigenimage) repetitions in each condition. Gray, Emotional condition; white, neutral condition.

tivations beyond those reported in contrast with the neutral condition or those usually involved in auditory and visual processing
(temporal and occipital areas, respectively).

Areas activated in the neutral condition
When the rCBF images in the emotional tasks were subtracted
from the rCBF images obtained in the neutral tasks, rCBF levels
were significantly higher in the neutral than in the emotional
conditions in the right and left inferior parietal lobules (BA 40) for
the three modalities and in the superior frontal gyrus (BA 6) and
the superior parietal lobule (BA 7) for the visual modality (Table
1). The analysis of conjunction performed between these three
contrasts confirmed that rCBF levels in the bilateral inferior parietal lobule (BA 40), the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), and the
right precuneus (BA 7) were higher in the neutral than in the
emotional conditions.

Regions of interest
The focused ROI analyses of emotional versus neutral conditions
revealed a significant rCBF increase in the hypothalamus for visual
stimuli, the right and left hippocampus for visual and olfactory
stimuli, and the left hippocampus for auditory stimuli. Because the
hippocampal region was found to be activated in the three modalities, recent imaging experiments suggest that such an activation
could reflect a gating process through which highly arousing stimuli
preferentially gain access to hippocampal mnemonic processes
(Zald et al., 1998b; Zald and Pardo, 2000).

DISCUSSION
The present paper examined the neural correlates of responses to
emotional olfactory, visual, and auditory stimuli. We observed that
making emotional judgments about emotionally valenced stimuli
recruits a core network in the left hemisphere, regardless of the
sensory modality. This core network was activated in addition to
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Table 1. Brain regions with significant rCBF increases when comparing the rCBF images obtained in the emotional tasks with those obtained in the
neutral and control tasks
Contrasts

Modality

Brain regions

Emotional–neutral

Audition

Superior frontal gyrus
Temporal pole
Orbitofrontal gyrus
Hypothalamus
Orbitofrontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Subcallosal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Temporal pole
Temporal pole
Orbitofrontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Orbitofrontal gyrus

Olfaction

Vision

Conjunction

Emotional–
no-stimul. control

Neutral–emotional

Olfaction

Amygdala
Amygdala/parainsular region
Cerebellum

Audition
Olfaction

Inferior parietal lobule
Inferior parietal lobule
Inferior parietal lobule
Inferior parietal lobule
Superior frontal gyrus
Inferior parietal lobule
Inferior parietal lobule
Superior parietal lobule
Middle frontal gyrus
Inferior parietal gyrus
Inferior parietal lobule
Precuneus

Vision

Conjunction

BA
8
38
11/47
11/25/47
9
25
9
38
38
11/47
9
11/47

40
40
40
40
6
40
40
7
46
40
40
7

Size

p (mmax ⬎ k)

Z

p (Z ⬎ u)

x, y, z MNI

1597
1658
14306

0.090
0.118
0.000

886
19399

0.085
0.000

1031

0.002

450

0.006

4.27
4.17
4.34
4.03
3.91
4.29
5.05
4.90
4.50
5.88
5.48
5.35
3.95

0.052
0.076
0.041
0.121
0.178
0.048
0.002
0.004
0.022
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.108

⫺16, 44, 58
⫺44, 14, ⫺24
⫺24, 30, ⫺8
⫺6, ⫺2, ⫺6
28, 26, ⫺14
60, 22, 34
⫺4, 10, ⫺4
⫺6, 52, 28
⫺34, 18, ⫺24
⫺30, 10, ⫺26
⫺30, 18, ⫺12
⫺6, 50, 30
26, 30, ⫺12

18584

0.000

6.47
5.82
4.25

0.000
0.000
0.060

⫺22, 0, ⫺12
34, 4, ⫺14
4, ⫺46, ⫺14

2502
2244

0.083
0.108

4339
5289
6761

0.019
0.011
0.005

488
1827
1507
472

0.003
0.001
0.000
0.027

4.09
4.06
4.02
4.61
4.53
4.38
4.25
4.24
5.56
6.07
6.60
4.70

0.101
0.113
0.125
0.014
0.019
0.035
0.057
0.058
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.009

⫺50, ⫺34, 28
64, ⫺40, 36
60, ⫺44, 48
52, ⫺46, 40
22, ⫺4, 64
⫺56, ⫺38, 50
⫺64, ⫺28, 32
⫺36, ⫺58, 60
34, 34, 22
⫺50, ⫺38, 34
56, ⫺46, 32
4, ⫺66, 46

A minus for the x coordinate denotes the left hemisphere. MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.

a number of areas that appear specific to individual sensory
modalities.

Neural structures activated by emotional stimuli for all
three sensory modalities
The first two components of the PCA reveal activation patterns as
a function of the sensory modality, thus reflecting areas involved in
perceptual processing. The third component takes into account the
variance linked to emotional and neutral conditions only. This
indicates that a distinct set of structures, separate from those
involved in modality-specific sensory processing, show functional
connectivity during emotional processing. This component primarily consists of three cortical regions activated in the left hemisphere: the posterior part of the OFC (BA 11/47), the temporal
pole (BA 38), and the superior frontal gyrus (BA 9). Although the
PCA is primarily descriptive (and represents functional connectivity as opposed to activation), the pattern is striking in its convergence with the conjunction analysis, which revealed significantly
increased rCBF in all three areas during the emotional condition
for in each sensory modality.
The activation of the OFC in response to emotional stimuli is
consistent with current hypotheses of OFC functions that focus on
its role in evaluating the appetitive or aversive reinforcement value
of sensory stimuli (Zald and Kim, 1996b; Rolls, 1999). Damage to
this area has been shown to induce changes in personality and
affect (Hecaen and Albert, 1978; Milner, 1982; Damasio et al.,
1994; Rolls et al., 1994, Zald and Kim, 1996b). Recent neuroimaging studies show enhanced activity in the OFC in response to
different kinds of emotional stimuli, such as sad and angry visual

expressions (Morris et al., 1996), film-generated emotions (Reiman
et al., 1997), pleasant touch (Francis et al., 1999), pleasant music
(Blood et al., 1999), and aversive odorants or tastes (Zald and
Pardo, 1997; Zald et al., 1998a,b; Royet et al., 2000). Thus, our data
confirm and extend these findings by showing that the OFC activates during visual, olfactory, and auditory hedonic judgments.
These results are supported by anatomical data showing that the
OFC receives not only olfactory (Carmichael et al., 1994) but also
visual (Zald and Kim, 1996a) and auditory projections (Romanski
et al., 1999).
Activation in the temporal pole has been found in studies involving visual modality for different types of emotion (Reiman et al.,
1997; Phillips et al., 1998; Blair et al., 1999; Dougherty et al., 1999).
Our results extend these data to the olfactory and auditory modalities. The OFC and the temporal pole are heavily connected (Dejerine and Dejerine-Klumpke, 1895; Curran, 1909; Barbas et al.,
1999). Livingston and Escobar (1971) argued that both areas pertain to the basolateral division of the limbic system, a division that
involves brain regions connected with the amygdala.
The activation in the superior frontal gyrus (BA 9) emerged in
an area very close to the one found by Reiman et al. (1997) and
Lane et al. (1997b) in response to film- and picture-generated
emotion. Thus, this cortex is not only involved in emotion generated by visual stimuli but also by auditory and olfactory stimuli.
Reiman and colleagues suggested that it could participate in aspects of emotion that are unrelated to the type of emotion, emotional valence, or the nature of the emotional stimulus, but “in the
conscious experience of emotion, inhibition of potentially excessive
emotion, or the process of monitoring one’s own emotional state to
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Figure 3. Sagittal, coronal, and transverse sections through the z maps on an anatomically normalized standard brain with areas activated in the three
modalities in the emotional minus neutral conditions: in ( a) the left inferior frontal gyrus, ( b) the left temporal pole, ( c) the left superior frontal gyrus;
in olfaction and vision in ( d) the hypothalamus and ( e) the subcallosal gyrus; and ( f) in olfaction in the emotional minus no-stimulation control conditions
in both amygdalae. For each area activated, the plots show rCBF levels in the six activation conditions for this coordinate [5.35 ⱕ z ⱕ 6.27, p ⫽ 0.000
(corrected)].

make personally relevant decisions.” Our data support its involvement in emotional processing but leave unclear exactly what aspect
of emotional processing it serves.
In summary, we demonstrated that emotional processing involves a neural network, including at least three brain areas that
appear to perform similar functions across the three investigated
sensory modalities. These data indicate that this neural network is
not modality-specific, but rather it appears to perform similar
functions across multiple sensory modalities.

Emotional activation in modality-specific areas?
Unexpectedly, rCBF increases arose in the amygdala during olfaction but not in vision and audition. A recent study using unpleasant
music similarly failed to observe activation of the amygdala (Blood
et al., 1999). In contrast, several studies using PET or functional
MRI have reported amygdala activation after negative visual emotional stimuli, including when fearful or angry facial expressions
were unconsciously perceived (Morris et al., 1996, 1998; Whalen et
al., 1998). The lack of activation during audition and vision in the
present study is not easily attributable to weak emotional valence.
For instance, the visual stimuli contained particularly unpleasant
images and induced strong emotional reactions as attested by
subjects. In addition, the level of correct responses in hedonic
judgment (Fig. 1) was very high in both the visual and auditory
conditions (90%), indicating that subjects effectively recognized
these stimuli as emotional. Some previous studies have suggested
that the amygdala preferentially responds to aversive stimuli (Lane
et al., 1997a,b; Zald and Pardo, 1997; Zald et al., 1998b). It may be

that the combination of pleasant and unpleasant stimuli within the
same scans restricted our ability to observe amygdala activation.
However, this does not explain why amygdala activation arose
during emotional olfaction but not during emotional vision and
audition. Apart from methodological differences, the most obvious
possibility could be a stronger ability of odorants to induce emotional states. Indeed, olfactory projections onto the amygdala are
bisynaptic and dense (Shipley and Reyes, 1991; Carmichael et al.,
1994). Swanson and Petrovich (1998) distinguished 13 structural
areas in the rat amygdala, of which 10 constituted the corticomedial
group, which are implicated in olfactory functions. In man, five of
eight amygdaloid areas pertain to the corticomedial group (Crosby
et al., 1962). In addition, human experience of odors is primarily
hedonic or esthetic (Herz and Engen, 1996), and the prominent
role of olfaction in emotion over vision and audition has been
demonstrated in several behavioral studies (Hinton and Henley,
1993; Herz and Cupchik, 1995; Herz, 1996, 1997).
We found an rCBF increase in the hypothalamus in olfaction and
vision. Reiman et al. (1997) also reported hypothalamic activation
during film-generated emotion. The hypothalamus has long been
implicated as a critical output pathway for the limbic system.
Electrophysiological studies in animals indicate that it responds to
stimuli with emotional characteristics (Davis, 1992; LeDoux, 1995).
Indeed, it receives strong input from several of the other areas
implicated in this study, including the amygdala and OFC (Swanson
and Petrovich, 1998).
Another well established area involved in the emotional circuit is
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the cingulate cortex. Damage to this cortex affects emotional behavior in animals and humans (LeDoux, 1987). Human brain
imaging investigations of anxiety, fear, dysphoria, depression, and
pain, and studies involving exposure to pleasant or unpleasant
images, music, touch, or taste have implicated the subcallosal
anterior cingulate region (BA 25) (George et al., 1995; Rauch et al.,
1995; Vogt et al., 1996; Drevets et al., 1997; Lane et al., 1997b;
Mayberg et al., 1997; Blood et al., 1999; Francis et al., 1999). Thus,
the rCBF increases found in the subcallosal gyrus in response to
emotional visual and olfactory stimuli provides a convergent picture. This gyrus represents the most important autonomic region of
the frontal lobe, and it provides an astonishing amount of input
into the lateral hypothalamus (Öngür et al., 1998).

Lateralization of emotional processing
The current study indicates a strong lateralization of cerebral areas
participating in emotion, with the OFC, the temporal pole, and the
frontal gyrus clearly presenting an rCBF increase in the left side.
The right OFC was also activated but with a weakly significant
level. In previous studies, we suggested that this area is mainly
related to the familiarity judgment, that is, odor recognition (Royet
et al., 1999, 2000).
Previous theories on the lateralization of emotion have labeled
the right hemisphere as superior for the control of emotional
processing, irrespective of the valence of emotion, or as specifically
associated to the processing of negative emotions (Ahren and
Schwartz, 1985; Gainotti, 1989; Jones and Fox, 1992; Wittling and
Roschmann, 1993; Canli et al., 1998; Angrilli et al., 1999). However, a number of neuroimaging studies agree with the present
results in indicating a strong involvement of left hemisphere structures in emotional processing (Drevets et al., 1992, Pardo et al.,
1993; Rauch et al., 1994; Ketter et al., 1996; Morris et al., 1996,
1998; Zald and Pardo, 1997; Zald et al., 1998a,b; Dougherty et al.,
1999). In particular, activity in the left OFC has been observed in
PET studies with aversive odors and tastes (Zald and Pardo, 1997;
Zald et al., 1998a,b; Royet et al., 2000), the subjective experience
of anger (Dougherty et al., 1999), and negative emotional inductions, such as dysphoria (Pardo et al., 1993) and obsessive–compulsive symptoms (Rauch et al., 1994). Thus, the present results, as
well as previous neuroimaging data, indicate that the left hemisphere structures play a more prominent role in emotional processing than is accounted for by traditional accounts of the lateralization of emotions.
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